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0. Introduction. This paper is devoted to laying the groundwork for a theory

of matrix differential equations and associated linear systems. The fundamental

problem is that of characterizing the solutions of general linear systems from

the coefficient matrices themselves. Classically this requires a study cf growth

and decay properties, oscillation properties, and expansion properties; for the

general problem the corresponding theories are far from complete. To develop

convenient tools we present an elementary treatment of the transformation

properties of matrix differential expressions in a form which directly reveals the

connection to classical matrix theory. Applying this we derive polar equations

for the general problem which provide a basis for separate studies of oscillation

properties and growth-decay properties. There is an intrinsic connection between

oscillation properties and expansion properties which will be detailed in a sub-

sequent publication.

As notation we will use Greek letters n, £,, etc., to designate constant vectors,

lower case English letters x, y, u, etc., for vector functions, upper case for matrices

(whether constant or not). The letter D is reserved for the formally self-adjoint

differential expression — iid/dt). When D is applied to a vector or matrix function

it is, of course, applied to all components. Because we wish to emphasize the

isometric aspect of various transformations, we will call unitary matrices "iso-

metries" and in the case of singularity, a transformation (or its matrix repre-

sentation) which preserves length on a subspace will be termed a partial isometry.

1. Matrix differential expressions. Let A, B, C be n x n matrices, A and

B e ^[0,1] and Cer'[0,l]. We call P = ADC + B a matrix differential ex-

pression on [0,1]. Each P defines a linear transformation P:^1^,!]-» "^[0,1]

from the space of differentiable n x n matrices into the space cf continuous

n x n matrices

(1.1) PiY) = ADiCY) + BY.
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The Lagrange adjoint (or formal adjoint) makes correspond to each P another

expression P+ obtained from P by a formal application of + under the rule:

(ST)+ = T+S+ where D+ = D, and A+ is the conjugate transpose of the matrix

A. Thus

(1.2) P=ADC + B;       P+ = C+DA+ + B+ .

From this definition we obtain a simple form of the familiar Lagrange identity

extended to matrix differential expressions.

Theorem(3) 1.   If A and C e^l[0,l^, B eif [0,1] and P = ADC + B then

(1.3) D(Y+ASCX) = Y+P(X) - (P+(F))+X

for arbitrary X and Ye if1 [0,1]

Proof.   From the definition of Lagrange adjoint

Y+P(X) - (P+(Y))+X = Y+(AD(CX) + BX) - (C+D(A +Y) + B +Y)+X.

Now observe that DZ may occur as a differential expression or as a derivative

of a matrix, these will coincide only when operating on constant matrices. To

distinguish these possibilities let (DZ)X note a matrix multiplier operator

applied to X, and let [7)Z] denote a matrix differential expression. Then

(DZ)+ = -(DZ+), while [DZ]+ = [Z+f/J. In (1.3) above, (P+(Y)) is a matrix

so (P^(Y))+ is just its conjugate transpose. With this in mind,

Y+P(X) - (P+(Y))+X = (Y+A)D(CX) + D(Y+A(CX) = D(Y+ACX).

The Lagrange identity for one nth order linear equation is included in (1.3)

by considering an equivalent system of « linear equations; moreover, the La-

grange identity for a /cth order matrix differential expression (of « x « matrices)

is also included in (1.3), the matrices then being of order kn x kn.

As always, integration of the Lagrange identity derives for us a Green's

formula:

(1.4) f  [Y+(P(X))-(P+(Y))+X]dt =   - iY+ACX |0\
Jo

Definition 1. Two matrix differential expressions are said to be equivalent

(denoted by =) if the corresponding linear transformations are identical.

Theorem 2.   Two matrix differential expressions

Px = AXDCX+BX,      ¿i,Bie«T0,l], C1 ei^pU] ,

P2 = A2DC2+B2,      A2,B2eV[0,ll C2e^[0,l],

are equivalent if and only if:

(3) The beginning stages of this development correspond to those given by Reid [19).
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(1.5) AyCy = A2C2;       AyiDCy)-A2iDC2) = B2-By.

Proof. If PyY=P2Y for all Ye^O,!], put Y=I, then Ay(DCf) + By

= A2iDC2) + B2. Now this means that Py Y- P2Y= iAyCy)iDY) - iA2C2)DY

= iAyCy — A2C2)iDY). But  we  can  choose Y so that  (DY)  is  nonsingular,

..    AyCy    =   A2C2.

A case of frequent occurrence is Ct =/, the identity matrix, then (1.5) may

be written

(1.6) Ay = A2C2;       A2DC2 = By- B2.

The criterion for Lagrange self-adjointness, (that is P = P+) is

(1.7) AC = C+A+;       A(DC)-C+(DA + ) = B+ -B

and for C = I this reduces to

(1.8) A = A+;       DA = B-B + .

Matrix differential expressions can be multiplied on the right by a differentiable

matrix or on the left by a continuous matrix and the result is a matrix differential

expression. Multiplication on the right corresponds to an allowable change of

dependent variables in the matrix equation P(X) = 0, say X = TZ; whereas

multiplication on the left merely forms linear combinations of the original

component equations.

Definition 2. Two matrix differential expressions P, Q are equivalent under

a transformation if there exist nonsingular matrices Se^O,!], Te^'fO,!]

such that P and SQT are equivalent.

Definition 3. A matrix differential expression P = ADC + B is nonsingular

if AC is nonsingular.

Theorem 3. Every nonsingular matrix differential expression is equivalent

under a transformation to the expression D. Specifically

(1.9) W+PT=D = T+P+W,

where P(T) = 0, T(0) = C_1(0) and P+(W) = 0, W(0) = C4+(0))_1.

Proof. Let AC be nonsingular on [0,1], with A, ßef[0,l], Ce^^OJ]

and P = ADC + B. With T as defined above we have for all differentiabie   Z

PT(Z) = AD(CTZ) + BTZ = (AD(CT) + BT)Z + ACTDZ.

But AD(CT) + BT= 0, so T~1C~1A~1PT is equivalent to D. Now suppose

Ae^lO, 1] so that P+ is defined. Then the corresponding equivalence trans-

formation for P+ makes W~ 1(A+)~1(C + y1P+W equivalent to D. Now D = D +

so these expressions are Lagrange adjoints and equivalent. By choice of initial

matrices, Green's Formula (1.4) shows that  W+ACT= I  and we have (1.9).
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Thus, starting from any nonsingular expression P, this construction gives

an equivalence transformation to its adjoint; namely, P+= (T+ )~lW+PTWx.

Matrix differentia] expressions can be combined in a variety of ways(4) to

build up linear matrix differential equations but only very special ones of these

relate in a natural way to the problems that arise in the discussion of systems

of linear equations. The most important type has the form:

(1.10) DY=AY+YB;       ,4, Be #[0,1].

We will need several basic properties of such equations which follow rather

naturally from certain transformation properties of matrix differential expressions

analogous to those well known for matrices. Let P and Q be matrix differential

expressions and let S, T, \j/ be nonsingular matrices on [0,1] with

Se«"[0,1], r.^e^pU] and i//t/c+ = 7.

Definition 4   (Equivalences).

(a) P is similar to Q under T if Q=T~1PT,

(b) P is congruent to Q under T if Q= T+PT,

(c) P is isometric to Q under i/c  i/ Q = \¡j+Pi¡/.

Theorem 4.   If P = D + B, Be#[0, 1], then

(i)   P is similar to D under T if and only if P(T) = 0, T(0) nonsingular.

(ii)  P is formally self-adjoint if and only if P is isometrically equivalent

to D, i.e., D = \jj+P\¡i, i/ci/c+ =7.

(iii) T~1PT is formally self-adjoint if and only if T~*P(T) is Hermitian.

Proof.   Let Z6if1 [0,1], then T_1PT(Z) = DZ + T~lP{T)Z. That is,

(1.11) T~lPT = D + T~lP{T).

Observe that condition (1.8) with ^4 = 7 applies to (1.11) which proves (i) and

shows that T~lP(T) = (T~1P(T))+ is the necessary and sufficient condition for

T~ 1PT to be equivalent to its adjoint. To prove (ii), use Theorem 3 with A = C = 7,

then T= IT since P+=P, also W + T=I (see (1.9)) and thus T + T=I. For

the other direction of (ii), we know that ij/Dip* is self-adjoint for all isometries

i/c and P = i/c7)i/c+ by hypothesis. Hence P = P+ follows from (i).

Theorem 5. The family of all nonsingular solutions of the equation

DY= AY+ YB is precisely the same as the set of all transformation matrices

Y such that

(1.12) P+Y'^Y;   P = D + B, Q = D-A;

moreover, this family is obtained by forming all products XZ where D = ZPZ_1

and D = X~lQX.

(t) For example   Il'[A¡{DY)Cl = I,fBkYEk
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Proof. Y_1ßY=/)-r-Y_1ß(Y) by (1.11) and Y~lQY=B by hypothesis.

This proves (1.12). Now write Y=XZ in (1.12), then ZPZ~l = X'lQX and

since Y is nonsingular, we can choose any nonsingular le^'[0,l] and ask

for conditions on Z. Take Q(X) = 0, then P(Z" ') = 0 follows and by (i) of

Theorem 4, D = ZPZ-1, D = X~lPX.

Certain equations of the form DY= AY+ YB stand out because of the par-

ticularly simple structure of their solution matrices. We distinguish two types:

(1) Isometric equations, and (2) Hermitian equations.

Definition 5. A matrix differential equation is said to be:

(1) Isometric, if every solution which is isometric at one value t = x is also

isometric for all te\0,1];

(2) Hermitian, if every solution which is Hermitian at one value t = x is

also Hermitian for all t e [0,1].

Theorem 6. An equation DY=AY+ YB is isometric if and only if there

exist Hermitian matrices Hx, H2e(£[0,l~\ and a function /(i)6^[0,l] such

that A = Hy +f(t)I, B = H2 —fit)I. It is Hermitian if and only if there is a

Ce<g[0,1] such that A = C +fit)I, B= -C+ -fit)I.

Proof. In Theorem 5 we can choose Z(0) = /, XiO) = I; then all solutions are

given by Y= XKZ, X a constant matrix. Supposed = Hx +f(t)I, B = H2-fii)I;

then AY+ YB = HXY + YH2 for all Yso we may as well choose DX = HyX and

DZ_1 = — H2Z~X, but then X and Z are isometries. Thus Y is isometric if and

only if X is isometric. Now suppose DY—AY+ YB is an isometric equa-

tion ; then at each x e [0,1] we can prescribe Y(t) = \\i to be an arbitrary isometry

and thus at each x we must have

DYY+ + YiDY+) = A + ipBi¡/+ - A+ - \l/B+il/+ = 0.

Then Ait) — A+(x) + \j/(B+(x) — B(x))\]/+ for all isometries \p, which requires that

A(x) — A+(x) = ir(x)I and B+(x) — B(x) = ir(x)I for some real function r(x).

To prove the second assertion, note that for sufficiency we may choose

DX = CX, DZ_1 = C+Z_1 and thus DZ = -ZC + . But Z(0) = Z(0) = / requires

that Z = X+ and the general solution is therefore Y=XKX+. So Y can be

Hermitian at t = x only if X is Hermitian; but then Y is Hermitian everywhere.

Now suppose DY= AY + YB is a Hermitian equation, then at each x e [0,1]

we must have A(x)H + HB(x) = —B + (x)H — HA+(x) for all nonsingular Her-

mitian matrices H, since we can prescribe Y(x) = H. But (A(x) + B+(x))H

+ H(A+(x) + B(x)) = 0 is only possible for arbitrary H if A(x) + B+(x) = ir(x)I

for some real function r(t). This leads to A(x) = C(x) +f(x)I, B(x)=-C+(x)-f(x)I

with Hx)=fix)-fix).
Henceforth we will only consider isometric equations cf the form

DY= HXY+ YH2 and Hermitian equations of the form DY= CY- YC + since
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the alteration given in Theorem 6 does not affect the solution matrices. Thus,

apart from trivial exceptions, we can state:

Remark.   If P = D + B, Q = D - A, then DY= AY + YB is

(1) isometric if and only if P = P+ and Q = Q + ,

(2) Hermitian if and only if P = Q+ .

We can now summarize the elementary properties thus far obtained in the

following terms.

Consider the class of all n x n matrices that are nonsingular and of class #*

on [0,1]. These form a group G under matrix multiplication and those that are

initially the identity matrix comprise a normal subgroup CSI. The cosets obtained

from the partitioning of ^ by '¡§1 each consists of those matrices with the same

initial value, that is, the cosets can be obtained from ^/ by multiplying on the

right by a constant matrix.

Now let S be the class of all matrix differential expressions P = ADC + B

where A, Ce& and Be#[0,1]. Each Pec? defines a linear transformation

from & into #[0,1]. S is closed under multiplication on the right and left by

elements of $ and in particular every element P e S has a representation of the

form P = W~1DT~1 where W, Te & and P(T) = 0, P+(W) = 0. (Note: if Pee

then P+ e c?.) Let iD be the subclass of S consisting of those expressions equiv-

alent to expressions of the form D + B. There is a 1-1 correspondence between

<fD and &, obtained by "7) + B <-» F if and only if DY+ BY= 0 and F(0) = 7."

Also, for every P, QeSD there exists exactly one element YeŒ, such that

YP = QY, in particular with P = D + B and Q = D- A, F is the solution of

DY= AY+ YB, Y(0) = I. Thus all elements of S"D are similar and the similarity

transformation matrices can be chosen from ^¡. If P and Q axe self-adjoint then

this similarity is an isometry; if Q = P+ then this similarity is effected by a

Hermitian matrix.

2. Properties of the Laplace matrix transform. The Laplace operator trans-

form,

(2.1) JfF(Y) =   re"sFFe"sfds,
Jo

has been studied by E. Heinz ([4], 1951) for bounded operators on a Hubert

space, urther generalization to Banach algebras with identity has been ob-

tained by M. Rosenblum ([24], 1956). Here we are only concerned with the case

of matrices but will be interested principally in the case that F, Fare matrices of

functions (not involving the integration variable in (2.1)). With F held fixed

ifr(Y) is a nonlinear function of F defined on the set of positive definite matrices

into the space of n x n matrices. In the applications to polar decompositions

the nonlinear character is our main interest.

Let 38n be the algebra ofnxn matrices under the matrix norm
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(2.2) H T H =   Sup    \n\.
lil-i

If y is a linear transformation of 96n into 98n we will use norm J as that induced

by (2.2),

(2-3) M ||=    Sup   li^i.
Y s ®n II   I   II

Under this definition the norm of a matrix considered as a matrix multiplier

(transformation equals the norm (2.2) of the matrix inducing it, so no confusion

should result from the two uses of ||  ||.

Lemma 1. If F(t)e^'[0,1] is a positive definite Hermitian matrix and

Y(t)ec€k\0,1] is arbitrary, then the matrix equation:

(2.4) F(t)X + XFit) = Y(i)

has a unique solution X = Xit) and this solution is of class <€k\0,1].

In particular,

/»OO

(2.5) Z(0=J0    e_sF(')n0e"sf(')ds = ^F(I)(Y(0);

the integral exists and converges uniformly for te [0,1].

Except for the differentiability with respect to a parameter this lemma is a

special case of the main results of Heinz and Rosenblum. The differentiability

follows in a routine manner from the fact that although DF/dt and F may not

commute, we still have || dF"/dt || = n \\dF/dt \\ \\F\\".

Regarded as a function of Y, ^CFiY) is an invertible linear transformation of

the space of n x n matrices onto itself. It commutes with the multiplier trans-

formation defined through multiplication by F. From Lemma 1 we have the

following formulas:

&FiFY)= F&F(Y), &F(YF) = J?F(Y)F,

(2.6) &F(FY+ YF) = F^F(Y) + ^F(Y)F =  Y,

SeF\X) = FX + XF.

Considered as a function of F, -S?F(Y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition over the

class of positive definite Hermitian matrices.

Lemma  2.   // W= W+ >0 and V= V+ >0, then

(2.7) ||J2V|  = i || W-11|, l^i  = 2\\W\\

(2.8) \Xw-<ev\  = 2||J2V|| ||JSPV[I ¡w-v\\.
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Proof.   The definition of Sew showsthat £?}y1(I) = 2W ar.d £ew(W~l)=\W~2,

thus for (2.7) it suffices to prove, for all Ye 38n, that

Il F II 1
(2.9) "\.< ||if (y)|| <_ ll^-1!!     Ilyll
v 21| W\\  ~ "     wy  '" - 2 " "     "    "

The left hand inequality follows directly from (2.6) since | W&W(Y) +£CW(Y)W\\

^21| W|| ||-SfV(F)||. To obtain the right hand inequality, notice that fcr

W= W + > 0 the largest eigenvalue of e ~'w, s ^ 0 is e~sm, where m is the least

eigenvalue of IT (and hence 1/m is the largest eigenvalue of W~l). From the

definition (2.1) and a norm property, we have

|J?V(F) < r;i.-*-i*s(j;i.~p*)iTi-¿in

which establishes (2.9). The nonlinear inequality (2.8) results directly from the

formula

(2.10) ffw(Y) - ifv(Y) = ifw((V- W)Sev(Y) + J?V(Y)(V- W)).

To derive this formula, let Ye38„, then

W^W(Y) + ^W(Y)W = F =  Vi£y(Y) + £fv(Y)V.

Now subtract WSev(Y) + ¿?V(Y)W fxom both sides to obtain

W[Jfw(Y) - ¿fy(YY\ + l&viY) - &vin\W= (V- W)3?V(Y) + J?V(Y)(V- W),

which, by the definition of ifw is equivalent to (2.10).

Theorem 7.   If H(t) = 77+(i)e#[0,l] and K = K+>0, then the

(2.11) W0(t) = K;      Wk+x(t) = K+   f ¿?Wk(l)(H(x)) dx,
Jo

sequence is defined on a neighborhood 0rgt;Sio; all Wk(t) are positive de-

finite Hermitian and the sequence converges uniformly to W(t) on this neigh-

borhood and the limit function matrix is the unique solution of the initial value

problem

dW
(2.12) a-g = Sewit)(H(t));       W(0) = K.

This solution can be uniquely extended throughout the interval 0^t<tx,

where tx is the least value of t such that

K2  +  i ' 77(t) dx
Jo

is a singular matrix. The solution W(t) is positive definite Hermitian on

0^t< tx.
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Proof.   We first show that there is a neighborhood of the origin on which

all Wk(t) are defined and positive definite Hermitian.

T et
Mk(t) =    Sup     || Wk(x) || ,

OStii

h =    Sup    \\H(x)\\
OSigl

where t is, of course, restricted to those values for which the right hand sides

are meaningful. From Lemma 2, (2.7) we have the estimate

j'^Wk{t)(H(x)) dx¡ = £  \&Wk(z)(H(x)) I    dT = ,
th

2Jikit)

which gives the iterated estimates

th th
(2.13) Jtyy - —-, rg Jtk+lit),       Mk+1(t) = M0 + ,

2uf,.(0 M1W-     '     2Jek(t)'

by (2.11) and the triangle inequality for norms. In particular, we see recursively

that Wk+i(t) is positive definite on some sufficiently small neighborhood 0 ^ r<<5

since X > 0. Also Ji0(t) = Jtü = ¡K'l\\, M0(t) = M0= ||X|| and for all

matrices Y, Z,

L#0-||Y||) ||Z||^||(X+Y)Z|| ^(M0+||Y||) ||Z||,

which gives (2.13). Now suppose

then \Jiçy = Jfk+1(t) by (2.13) and

th    ^ \ 2h r =
•A+i(0      =      (i^o)

Since Wy(t) is defined on [0,1] and is Hermitian we have \J¿0z%:J¿y(t) for

0 = í ^ t0 so JF^r) > 0 on this interval. The induction above then proves that

Wk(t) = Wk(t) > 0 for 0 _ t z% t0 and all k. Moreover we have the following

uniform bounds over this interval

(2.15) \\Wk(t)\\z%M0 + ^>,       H^œll áj-.

The convergence properties now result from the nonlinear inequality (2.8)
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of Lemma 2. This is effectively a Lipschitz condition for JfH(H) as a function

of W. As given by Lemma 2, the inequality is only known for positive definite

Hermitian Fand W, whereas the usual Lipschitz condition is assumed to hold

on all sufficiently small neighborhoods of the solution. We have already shown

that all Xk(t) axe in the class for which (2.8) holds, so the remainder of the proof

is analogous to the classical Picard's method.

(a) Convergence. Using (2.11), (2.15) and Lemma 2 we obtain

Wk+X(t)-Wk(t) = fWrfrtiHW)-^-,(.)(#(*))] ^
J o

(2.16)

Sup  || Wk+X(x) - Wk(x)||   ^ ffi) ( Sup  || Wk(x) - IVi(t)I).
OgrSt VnOI   \OStSt /

Let 0 < p < 1 and consider the interval 0 ^ t ^ pr0 and denote:

(2.17) || F ||  =     Sup   ||F(t)||,    F(x)eBn,
OStSpio

then (2.16) may be written

(2.18) ||Wt+i-Wi||  ^ p||Wi-»i-i||.

Since p< 1, the series K + Z^oW+i — Wk) converges in norm by the ratio

test (2.18) and thus by the choice of norm (2.17) the sequence of partial sums

converges uniformly on 0 ^ t iï pt0. But

WN(t) = K+  ¿   (Wk+l(t)-Wk(t))
k = 0

so the iteration sequence converges to a continuous limit function W(t) which

satisfies

wit) = k +  f'aew,t)(H(x)) dx,    ost^Pt0.
Jo

and is positive definite Hermitian on this interval. Moreover, applying (2.8)

to IT(r), Wk(t) and using the estimates as above, we have

2Zi
Sup    ||^(r)(77(T))-^k(t)(H(T))||  ú     ~     Sup   \\W(x)-Wk(x)\\

Oátápío "* 0   OSfSpfo

and the sequence of derivatives dWJdt converges uniformly to dW/dt.

(b) Uniqueness. We have only defined ifw for W= W+ >0 but if we re-

laxed this and defined 3?W(Y) by means of the basic property (2.6) then the

differential equation (2.12) is still meaningful. In particular, we will prove that

if V(t) e #1 is any matrix such that
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dV dV
(2.19) —vu) + vit) — = Hit),    F(0) = X,

then Vit) = Wit) on 0 ^ t z% Ö for some ö > 0. To see this, return to Lemma 2

and observe that equation (2.10) is valid with ■S'y(H) replaced by dV/dt from

(2.19) because W(t) is positive definite. Thus

dV T dV      dV "1
^(()(//(0) - w = *Wm[iv- w) w + -iV- W)\,

and integrating this we have

Sup || Wit) - Vit) || = t
0<r<r

Sup||=SV(t)|
0<i<f

dVÜ      Q
tA    Sup
"'    H J   OStSI

Wit) - Vit)

but for t sufficiently small, this is possible only when Wit) = Vit).

(c) Extension. We show here that the above construction can be used to

extend the solution throughout the interval 0 _ t < ty, where i, is the least value

of t such that

1/(0 = X2 + | H(t) dx
•'o

is singular. The matrix (7(i)6'tf1[0,1] is Hermitian and for 0 ^ f < rx it is

positive definite. From the definition of ¿?V(()(/7(r)) equation (2.12) shows that

idW/dt)W+ WidW/dt) = dU/dt for 0 = t = pt0. So WTf) is a positive definite

square root of C/(i). Now the convergence proof worked for any 0 ;£ p < 1 so

we have Wit) on 0 = í < t0. If f0 < tx, then let ^#2 be the least eigenvalue

of Wit) for any 0 = f = it. If we now begin anew at r = r0 — ̂ #2/4n with the

initial value X replaced by Wit0 — Ji\l4h), then we can construct the solution on

i0 — Jt \/4h i¿ t < t0 + Jil/4h by (2.14). Thus extension is possible up to ty.

Finally, uniqueness holds on 0 5Í t < ty since it holds on an initial closed inter-

val of positive width, so there can be no last point at which two solutions coin-

cide short of tx-

Theorem 8.   // //(í)e^[0,l], //(i) = Z/+(r)> then the differential equation

dW
(2.20)       -^ = <¡?W(í)iW2it)Hit) + Hit) W2it)),     WiO) = W+i0) > 0

has a unique solution on the whole interval [0,1], constructable by the Picard

method of Theorem 7. The solution is positive definite and Hermitian on [0,1].

Proof.   By the definition of ¿i?w, we may write (2.20) as

dW
— =  W2J?wiH) +£?W(H)W2 = ^\(iew(H)),
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where W = IT + >0. Since IT and IT2 are positive definite Hermitian matrices,

both i£w and &ñl are bounded transformations by Lemma 2 and satisfy

restricted Lipschitz conditions in terms of IF and W2. But for 77 = 77+, we have

dW/dt = (dW/dt)+ and we can repeat all of the proof of Theorem 8 without

alteration. Actually, the complication introduced by ¿fwl is a benefit to con-

vergence because || ifw\ || = 21| W ||2, whereas || £?w || = \1| IT-11|.

In the next section we will prove that the solution extends to the whole interval

[0,1] but for this we need a further property of Hermitian equations defined in §1.

3. Polar factors. In this section we will give a constructive method of deter-

mining the polar factors of a solution matrix for the general problem

(3.1) DY=AY,    F(0) = 7;       ^e#[0,l].

We should naturally look among the isometric equations to determine the iso-

metric factors and among the Hermitian equations for the positive definite Her-

mitian factors. This is feasible since the Hermitian equations have a definiteness

property.

Remark 1. Every solution of a Hermitian equation DX = BX + XC which

is positive definite and Hermitian at one value t = x is positive definite and

Hermitian on the whole interval [0,1], where B, Ce#[0,1].

Proof. In §1 we saw that for Hermitian equations there is a continuous

matrix A such that BX + XC = AX — XA+ for all X and found that all solutions

* = *(/) are of the form

(3.2) X(t)= Y(t)KY+(t),       K a constant matrix,

where DY= AY and F(0) is nonsingular. Now if X(x) = X+(x) >0,then

K = K+>0 since K= Y~i(x)x(x)(Y~x(x)f. But then Y(t)K Y+(t) > 0 for all

te[0,1] and hence X(t) = X+(t)>0.

We may even restrict our attention to the simpler forms of isometric and

Hermitian equations.

Remark 2. ^4/Z differentiable isometries O are obtained as solutions of iso-

metric equations of the form

(3.3) DO = 770<P,   d)(0)cp+(0) = 7;       770 = 770+ e#[0,l]

and all differ entiable positive definite Hermitian matrices are obtained as

solutions of Hermitian equations of the form

AW

(3.4) -^L = HXW+WHX,    W(0)=W+(0)>0;       Hx = 77Îe#[0,l].

Proof. If <M>+ = 7 and <J>e#1[0,l], then (7)cp)(D+ is Hermitian and con-

tinuous. If W = W+ >0and We#'[0,1] then the equation dW/dt = XW+ WX

has a unique solution
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(3.5) X= r e-'wmàWe-ëVW ds
J o dt

by Lemma 1. This solution is both continuous and Hermitian since Wit) and

dW/dt are.

The properties needed for the proposed polar decomposition arise as direct

corollaries of Theorems 7 and 8. Also, we have nowhere assumed either exist-

ence or uniqueness of square roots of non-negative definite matrices and both

follow from a simple limit argument and Theorem 7. Admittedly, this may only

be a curiosity, but since Picard's method works it is reasonable to consider those

things constructable from (2.12); particularly since the square root of a matrix

still poses a challenging computational problem.

Corollary 1. // A e të*[0,1] then the polar decomposition of every matrix

Y satisfying DY = AY, Y(0) invertible, has all its polar factors of class

«*+l[0,l].

Proof. Let Y= WO = OF, W=W+>0, <P<5+ = / be its polar decompos-

ition. Solve the equation

(3.6) ~ = &wv>{jt n0 r+(0) ,        WiO) = ( Y(0) Y+(0))1/2.

The solution exists on the whole interval since IY2(0 = Y(0 Y+(0 is nonsingular

on [0,1], thus Wi^e^lO,!]. Now in (2.4) take the right hand side to be

(d/dt)(W2(t)), then X = dW/dt is the solution obtained in Lemma 1 with F(0

replaced by W(t) and is of class ̂ [0,1] since Wit) and Y(0 are. Thus Wii)e if 2[0,1]

and so forth until dW/dt is limited by the differentiability of id/dt)iW2it)).

Since JY2(0 is of class #* + 1[0,1] this process may be continued to show that

Wit) is of class if*+1[0,l]. Finally,

<5  =  w~lY,   so Oe«*+1[0,l]   and similarly,   Fe«*+1[0,l].

In general a positive definite Hermitian matrix of class ^[0,1] has a square

root of the same differentiability by Remark 2 and the above. The positive defi-

niteness is clearly necessary on the closed interval as can be seen by the simple

counterexample in one dimension, Wit) = t213. The differentiability properties

of the square root of positive definite Hermitian matrices and related regularity

questions has been carefully studied by Reid ([22], 1958) using the binomial

series approach. Our method presented here is constructively different and by

virtue of the exponential functions involved in constructing a solution to (2.12)

may have the advantage of more rapid convergence when used as the basis

for a numerical method. Although differentiability may not hold for square

roots of non-negative Hermitian matrices, they can still be be constructed

using the differential equation approach via (2.12).
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Remark 3. The square root of a non-negative Hermitian matrix Q(s) may

be constructed by solving

(3.7) ~ = 4V2>W(I - Q(s)),       W(-1) = 7

on the interval — 1 g Í5Í0. The lim,^,0W(t,s) exists and equals Q1/2(s).

Proof. Let ¡7(r) = i47 + (1 - t*)Q and consider the equation (3.7). For

re[-l,0], U(t)>0and W(t) = (Y(t))l/2. But t4is a lower bound on the eigen-

value of l/(f) and hence 1/t2 is an upper bound for || W~l(t) ||. Thus by Lemma 2,

Ç|*4|f|»|*r|  ll'-Qll  =  4|i|||7-e|¡,

and hence the limit from the left exists and equals g1/2.

We are now in a position to combine the foregoing properties to separate

the polar factors in the solution F of (3.1). Consider first the case of constant

coefficient matrix A in (3.1). Write A-H0- iHx; H0,HX Hermitian. Then the

solution is

Yit) = e^Hi+iHo)

and if 770, 7i"i commute the polar factors are

W = e'Hi,      <p = ei,Ho.

In the general case, the exponential solution above need not hold and we are

led to the use of the Laplace matrix transform to obtain the desired separation

of polar factors. As above, write A = 770 - iHx and let F= \jiZ. Then

DY = (Di/c)Z + i//£)Z = (H0-iHx)\j/Z

and the equations for Z,i// can be written

D<A = 7í0./c;     ~ = H2Z;       H2 = i¡,+ Hxij,.

Choose \j/(0) = I, then ij/ is isometric since 7î0 = 77q and the problem is reduced

to the decomposition of Z. Let the polar factors of Z be IT and 9 (i.e., Z = WO).

Then by the definition of ffw,

dw
(3.8) ^ = ^(772)IT2 + IT2^(772);       IT(0) = I,

and IF can be constructed by Theorem 8. To obtain an equation for 0, observe

that

jt-t,(*"'-£)* «<»-'•
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Using the identity H2 = SfwiH2)W+ WS?wiH2) and (3.8) we have

(3.9) DO = iiWSew<H2) - £ewiH2)W)Q.

In the construction of the solution of (3.8) by the Picard iteration given above,

it is easy to obtain the matrix 2WSCW(H2). This matrix bridges the connection

between the Z equation and its isometric factor equation.

Theorem 9.   Let // = //+ eif[0,1] and M = 2WSCW(H), where

dW
w = SC W(H) W2 + W2SCW(H) ;       W(0) = / ;

then the solution Z of

-^ = HZ;       Z(0) = /

has a polar decomposition Z = W9, where

D9 = KO;       0(0) = /

and M = H-iK.

The completion of the decomposition of Y is given by

Y = O+Wi/OOA+0).

The growth properties of the solutions are determined by W, which indicates the

value of a detailed study of equation (3.8) and the matrix M in their dependence

upon //. The development presented here does not require the restriction to a

finite interval and thus an asymptotic analysis is also suggested. Finally, it appears

that this formalism may have significant advantages in numerical calculations

because it so frequently happens that the rapid oscillations of component func-

tions in Y are consequences of the isometric factor in the solutions while both

M and IF are well behaved. Thus the extent to which M may be used to answer

questions concerning oscillation characteristics is of importance.

The author is extremely grateful to Professors M. R. Hestenes and W. T.

Reid for making their works available and for their encouragement.
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